
Maths GK Questions for Class 
2 Students 
 
The smallest two-digit number is? 
 
⤷ 10 
A figure with four equal sides is called? 
 
⤷ Square 
Which is the largest three-digit number? 
 
⤷ 999 
One kilogram equals how many grams? 
 
⤷ 1000 grams 
Which is the largest 4-digit number? 
 
⤷ 9999 
Which is the smallest even number? 
 
⤷ 1 
20+20 equals to 
 
⤷ 40 
Which number comes after 21? 
 
⤷ 22 



Which number comes before 19? 
 
⤷ 18 
What is 15-3? 
 
⤷ 12 

Class 2 General GK Questions 
 
What is the capital city of India? 
 
⤷ New Delhi 
Who discovered India? 
 
⤷ Vasco da Gama 
Where is Taj Mahal located in India? 
 
⤷ Agra 
________________ is known as the “Festival of 
Lights”. It is celebrated as a festival of victory of 
good over evil. 
 
⤷ Diwali 
Which is the festival that is celebrated as the 
resurrection of Jesus Christ after his crucifixion? 
 
⤷ Easter 
What is the capital of Maharashtra? 
 



⤷ Mumbai 
Kolkata is the capital of which eastern state? 
 
⤷ West Bengal 
What is the capital of Punjab? 
 
⤷ Chandigarh 
What is the capital of Iraq? 
 
⤷ Baghdad 
What is the capital city of the Philippines? 
 
⤷ Manila 

Class 2 Science GK Questions 
 
What does Sheep give us? 
 
⤷ Wool 
Which is the hardest mineral in the world? 
 
⤷ Diamond 
Where do Lions live? 
 
⤷ den 
The young one of a kangaroo is 
 
⤷ Joey 



The young one of Elephant is 
 
⤷ Calf 
Which bird cannot fly? 
 
⤷ Ostrich 
Which is the largest flower in the world? 
 
⤷ Rafflesia 
Which is the tallest Animal? 
 
⤷ Giraffe 
What is the sound made by a frog? 
 
⤷ Croak Croak 
Where does a horse live? 
 
⤷ Stablesch 
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